
HOW ARE YOUR WORKING CONDITIONS?
Are you happier, safer, more comfortable, more
prosperous, less stressed out than you were last

week?… Last month?… Last year?… 10 years ago?
Before the 1970 Postal Reorganization Act gave the

Unions teeth, a Letter
Carrier with 2 depen-
dants qualified for
welfare and food
stamps. So, there is
no question that we are all way better off in the long run
thanks to the Union. And don’t forget that we all get the
equivalent of Level 6 pay for what used to be Level 5
work. Our contract has gotten thicker and more detailed
over the years, giving us more and more rights, especial-
ly over overtime, as described in Article 8. In some sta-
tions however, despite progressively better contracts,
higher pay and less “mandatory” overtime, the working
conditions, especially the stress levels at work, are bad.
Let’s look at why that is, and what we can do about it.

I recently attended a presentation made by the Pacific
Area Vice President Alfred Iniguez to his Postmasters and
District Managers. At one point he calculated how much
our pay increases and COLAs were affecting the budget.
He showed how the cost increases on one side had to be
captured on the other side by reducing the hours
we take to deliver the mail. He called this “ped-
aling faster”. While he later emphasized increas-
ing revenue over “pedaling faster” he insisted
that “of course reducing work hours is still going
to be a necessary component in reaching our goals”.

This boils down to more confrontations on the work-
room floor. Over the years, supervisors trying to speed up
the carriers have used many different and equally sense-
less excuses to do so. Carriers have had to argue with
management, in effect defending locally the victories that
were won at the National level. In this adversarial atmos-
phere, is it any wonder that letter carriers feel stressed
out? 

We have the Contract on our side. But we must vigor-
ously defend it every time we see a violation. We defend

the Contract by filing grievances. Last year, Branch 214
filed a total of 2,456 grievances, the most grievances ever
filed in a single year by our Branch. From this trend, we
can surmise that the number of contractual violations is
up. I think that it is reasonable to conclude that there is a

connection between management’s instructions
to get the carriers to “pedal faster” and the
increase in contractual violations.

Here’s an example of a common dispute that
leads to grievances.

Management has the right to use carriers who are on
“undertime” to do additional work in order to complete
their 8 hours of straight time. However, management
often relies on unreliable means to determine that you
have undertime. 

A good example of this is DOIS. Management consults
a computer and determines, by plugging in volume fig-
ures, that you have undertime “because DOIS says so”.
(DOIS is an acronym for Delivery Option Information
System). Any carrier knows that there are many factors
that determine how long it is going to take to complete a
route. Volume estimates are typically not dependable. 

Leaving time is more dependable. Let’s say you know
that if you leave for the street by 10:00 AM, you are most
likely going to have an 8-hour day. If you are all pulled

down and ready to go
by 9:00 AM, it is
probably reasonable
for management to
“pivot” you, that is

give you an hour on an other route and expect you to be
back in 8 hours.

Let’s say now that you are on the same route and you
are still casing up at 9:00. You know that you will proba-
bly be pulled down by 10:00, and your supervisor gives
you an hour split to take with you. At this point you need
to inform this supervisor that you need to be authorized
one hour of overtime in order to do this work. If you are
not on the Overtime Desired List, (ODL) management is
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Keep your union strong. Get involved.
By Tony Gallardo, President

(continued on page 2)

The stress levels
at work are bad.

Let’s see what we
can do about it.
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Branch 214 notes
Welcome new stewards: West Portal: Kim Truong;

AM Collections: Robert Sy; Sausalito: Kian McCarthy;
San Rafael Main: Josie Clark. Welcome new alternate
stewards: Daly City: Cherry Vargas.

Discount tickets to Great America available now!
Regular entrance fee $47.50. Disocunt price for NALC
members & family $25.00. Call the union office at least
one week in advance of when you want to go and ask for
Lili.

WLCA 2002 journalism awards
By Juliette Chen, Associate Editor

Voice contributors walked away with a record nine
awards from the 2003 Western Labor Communications

Branch Officers
Tony Gallardo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . President
Lili Buencamino . . . . . . . . . . . Executive Vice-President
Bill Thornton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-President
John Beaumont . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary-Treasurer
Ray Fong. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Field Director
Carol Maggio . . . . . . . . . Assistant Secretary–Treasurer
Herb Mitchell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sergeant-at-Arms
Franklin Woo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NALC Health Benefits
Juan Dominguez . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Safety and Health
Carmen Jimenez . . . . . Equal Employment Opportunity
Mike Callahan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MBA representative
Leonard Cruz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Director of Organization
June Buccat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trustee
Kathleen McConnell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trustee
Martha Raup . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trustee

Voice Staff
Ivars Lauersons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Editor
Phil Vosburg, Juliette Chen . . . . . . . . Associate Editors
Gerry Lee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cartoons and Graphics
Permission is given to trade union and labor publications to copy or
reproduce any article contained in this publication, providing appro-
priate credit is given. Permission to others must be granted in writing
by the Voice Editor or Branch President. Opinions expressed by con-
tributors are their own, and not necessarily those of Branch 214. If
possible, all articles and letters to the editor should be submitted on
disk in a standard word processing program (i.e. Word, Word Perfect),
with a hard copy included. Articles typewritten or written may also be
submitted.

GOLDEN GATE BRANCH
2310 Mason St., 3rd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133

Phone: (415) 362-0214
WEB page: http://www.nalc214.org

Office hours: 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday to Friday

C
COMMUNICATIONS

T.V. 214 Schedule
SAN FRANCISCO, AT&T Cable Channel 29:
Every third Sunday of the month at 7:00 p.m.

August 17, 2003; Sept. 21, 2003; October 13, 2003

Association competition. Voice Editor Ivars Lauersons
won a Third Place for Best Column/Editorial category.
The newspaper itself won a Third Place in the Best Over-
all category. A First Place award was also given to former
Branch 214 President Spence F. Burton for Best Series of
Articles. Another First Place went to the anonymous
“Branch Archives” photographer for a photo of a kid in a
mail cart. John Beaumont, Branch 214 Secretary-Trea-
surer, won Second Place for Best In-Depth Analysis. Ed
Cuadra, one of our regular cartoonists, won Third Place
for Best Original Cartoon. Ray Fong, Branch 214 Field
Director, won Third Place for Best Feature Story. Former
Branch 214 President Roland Garshol and Voice Associ-
ate Editor Juliette Chen both received honorable men-
tions in the Best Column/Editorial category. The awards
were presented at the WLCA conference on June 6-7,
2003, in Pasadena, CA. for material published in 2002.

required to work all ODL carriers 12 hours on that day or
60 hours in that week before they can legitimately ask
you to do overtime off of your assignment. (National
Agreement, Article 8.5.G.)

In this scenario, if you are authorized the overtime, and
you are not on the ODL don’t argue with the supervisor.
Follow the instructions given, and ask to see a shop stew-
ard. When you see your steward, file a grievance. You
have 14 days from the date of the incident to do so.

If these violations are happening in your station 30
times a day, every day, we are going to end up with a
burnt out shop steward. What can we do?

The Union is our only defense against this overwhelm-
ing abuse. The first step is to look around and make sure
that every letter carrier is a member of the Union. Your
Union dues pay for the training that carriers need to
become effective shop stewards, and alternate shop stew-
ards. Non-members get the same defense as you do, but
they don’t contribute their fair share in dues. 

Next, we must arm ourselves with information. You are
doing this now, reading The Voice. The Union also has
“know your rights” meetings after work. Get your stew-
ard to coordinate a good time and place for all the carri-
ers in your station. A Union Officer will chair the meet-

Gallardo (continued from page 1)

(continued on page 3)
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ing, teach letter carriers about their rights on the job, and
answer any questions. 

Now let’s get back to the burnt out shop steward trying
to keep track of 30 grievance a day, every day in the sta-
tion. What can we do to keep the steward from burning
out? 

What we can do is to become alternate stewards. Train-
ing is available at the Union Hall. (Contact Lili Buen-
camino to schedule yourself for training.) The more qual-
ified people we have filing the grievances, the less pres-
sure there will be on any one shop steward. If you don’t
have a shop steward in your station, you desperately need
one. If you have a large station you may need more than
one shop steward. You are entitled to one shop steward
per 50 letter carriers. But there is no limit on how many
alternate stewards you can have. 

If you are a steward, encourage other carriers in your
station to step up and become alternate stewards. Then
continue to hone your skills. You should become very
familiar with the Joint Contract Administration Manual
(JCAM), the Employee and Labor Relations Manual
(ELM), the Supervisor’s Handbook (M-39), and the Let-
ter Carrier’s Handbook (M-41). Hone up your writing
skills, and your negotiating skills. Courses are available
at your Community Colleges as well as the trainings that
are available at the Union Hall. 

As shop stewards hone up their skills, they become
available to handle grievances at the next level called
“Step A Formal”. As a “Step A Formal Designee” you
will be handling the cases that can’t be settled at Step A
Informal by the Shop Steward and the Supervisor. Just
like the stewards, the “Step A Formal Designees” are

finding themselves overburdened with grievances. The
more Step A Formal Designees we have, the easier it will
be for each designee to carry the weight. “Many hands
make light work” is still a very true adage.

Right now, your full time officers are handling many
Step A Formal grievances themselves, as well as some
Step A Informal grievances. If your Full Time Officers
weren’t so bogged down with these grievances, they
would have more time for office visits. I have come to
most of the stations and gone case to case talking to the
letter carriers. This is an office visit, and I would love to
be able to do more of them, more often. More face to face
contact with your Full Time Officers will mean that more
of the pesky problems with the supervisors will be iden-
tified. The officers will be able to help the stewards iden-
tify and resolve more issues, which will improve the
working conditions even more.

I know that this is a lot to ask of you, the members of
Branch 214. The challenge has never been greater. When
you ask, “what has the Union done for me lately” remem-
ber that we are the Union. What have you, as a Union
member done lately to make sure that all of us have bet-
ter working conditions tomorrow?

In our solidarity, our shared struggle, each of us must
put in a little more, in order to meet the challenge. We
can’t afford to wallow around feeling sorry and waiting
for someone else to step up to the plate. If you feel that
our working conditions at the Postal Service need
improvement, then step up your involvement in the
Union. The power to change things for the better is with-
in all of us collectively. Don’t leave this enormously
important work to the same few dedicated and tired
heroes. We are all human, and even the greatest hero has
limits. Together we will prevail.

Gallardo (continued from page 2)

Cartoon courtesy “The Mountaineer,” Branch 203, Seymor, MO.
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The nicknames change

Mister Authoritative
By William R. O’Donnell, Shop Steward , Mill Valley

April showers bring May flowers and it seems like his-
tory keeps repeating itself. This April 2003 we’ve had
more rain since anyone has started keeping records. In the
Mill Valley Post Office, we have our fifth incompetent
supervisor in a row, Mr. Authoritative, a leftover, who has
come from the famous ritzy nearby Sausalito Post Office.
We thought that with “Stick Lady,” now gone to the near
by smaller Tiburon Post Office, that our prayers were
answered. Unfortunately NOT. We now have Mr. Author-
itative supervising. Although he has known of postal

rules and regulations since his career
began in 1987, but still chooses to
violate our National Agreement
knowing he will have to hear griev-
ances, many of them being his own
blatant repeated violations. 

A settlement
First of all, we’ve had one griev-

ance settlement at the “Formal A”
level as follows: “Management will

allow the shop steward(s) to clock out on union time (des-
ignated as “6-1-3” on the time clock) whenever manage-
ment will be discussing union business with any shop
steward(s). Management shall cease and desist from pre-
venting or disallowing any shop steward to place them-
selves on “6-1-3” (Union time) prior to engaging in any
discussion about union business. Discussions will be con-
ducted away from the workroom floor, in private, between

the steward(s) and management. Furthermore, the shop
steward(s) will be treated with dignity and respect and
will not be harassed for their steward duties and union
activities.” Even with this settlement, short memoried
Mr. Authoritative still continues to violate the agreement.
The reason for clocking out on “6-1-3” union time is so
the shop steward becomes an equal player while dis-
cussing grievances and other union related business with
management. It’s situations like these where the shop
steward is entitled to the same deference and latitude as
his or her supervisor, away from the audience of other
employees, where a shop steward is protected from disci-

pline, while participating in closed discussions relating to
union matters in contention. It’s in this context, and this
context alone, that the parties are equals and the shop
steward is given immunity status. 

A settlement violated
Secondly, and worse yet, Mr. Authoritative had to be

told by the Mill Valley Postmaster, his superior, in front
of the Mill Valley shop stewards with a NALC Branch
214 officer present, to abide by this agreement, but for
some unknown other-wordly reason, he’s unable to com-

ply. Subsequently we filed additional grievances to bring
Mr. Authoritative down to earth. When presented with
contentions of repeat violations on his part, Mr. Authori-
tative forgets his anger management and becomes very
hostile, infuriated and uncommunicative (well known
symptoms of managerial incompetence). As a conse-
quence of his continual non-abiding of past grievance set-
tlements and by repeatedly violating our National Agree-
ment, the union has been backed into a corner with no
alternatives than to request monetary settlements as a
remedy for other blatant repeated violations.

Since Mr. Authoritative won’t follow orders from the
Mill Valley Postmaster, his superior, we, as his subordi-
nates, don’t expect him to adhere and abide by our
National Agreement either. Mr. Authoritative does not
know Article Three (Management’s Rights) is modified
by every other Article and Arbitration in our National
Agreement. This is another of his telltale traits, his lack
of leadership skills renders him as useless as a deer frozen
in the glare of highway headlights, the disoriented
camper that suddenly realizes he packed a yo-yo instead
of a compass, a golfer who hit the wrong ball down the
fairway. We all occasionally find ourselves in stressful
moments at one time or another in our lives, yet we don’t
so repeatedly goof off cloaked under the guise of Postal
managerial authority. That’s too costly a path to take. At
least it seems that the rest of NALC and USPS are going
in one direction, but Mr. Authoritative, in a different state
of mind, hasn’t got with it yet. 

Question of informal Step A
Third, at informal Step-A, the first discussion meeting

of the grievance procedure, Mr. Authoritative was asked
why he won’t pay out remedies for his blatant repeated
violations? Unable to answer, he just sat there fumbling

On union time on the clock
the steward becomes an equal
player with management.

With repeated failure to
adhere to grievance settle-
ments, the union’s response
is to ask for monetary
punishment.

(continued on page 5)
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his fingers, rubbing his chin. His premeditated refusal to
settle grievances at informal Step-A demonstrates the
unwillingness of a repeated offender to do the right thing,
as opposed to doing wrong. Mr. Authoritative has my
complete sympathy, it’s not his fault that he was promot-
ed to this current level of management, which obviously
far exceeds his capabilities to manage. Obviously Mr.
Authoritative has demonstrated that incompetence is not
the exclusive domain of female managers, such as his
predecessors “Stick Lady” and “The Wicked Witch of the
Wild West”, certainly not restricted by gender, back-
ground, ethnicity or age. 

Even 3996 a problem
All letter carriers deal with hassles on a daily basis of

filing out our 3996’s (request for overtime or auxiliary
assistance). Mr. Authoritative when asked “Where does it
say in the M-39 and/or M-41 that it’s ok for managers to
harass letter carriers for filing out form 3996?” Mr.
Authoritative would not answer the question, obviously
because it’s common sense not found anywhere in print.
I explained to Mr. Authoritative that the M-39 section 115
says management is required to maintain mutual respect,
not mutual harassment for filing out form 3996. Again,
Mr. Authoritative just sat there fumbling his fingers rub-
bing his chin, meditating.

Finally, acceptable reasons filled out on form 3996 are
discretionary as to what a letter carrier CHOOSES to list
on the form. Item J (reasons for requesting auxiliary

assistance or overtime) is to be completed by the letter
carrier, not management, the letter carrier controls the
information provided as justifiable reasons for the
request. Management has no authority to tell a letter car-
rier what he or she cannot list on a 3996. Any attempt by
management to do so should be challenged with a griev-
ance, as it is a direct violation of Articles 3, 19, and Arti-
cle 41, Section 3G of our National Agreement, as well as
the M-41 section 280 and the M-39 sections 115 and 131.
Management does however have the authority to either
approve or disapprove the requested auxiliary assistance
or overtime. 

M-39 Section 115 says: Management is required to
maintain mutual respect, not mutual harassment. 

Carriers should routinely fill out the 3996 in duplicate
and request a copy of the completed form prior to leaving
for the street. Management is obligated to furnish a copy
upon request by the letter carrier. If management dis-

approves a request or reduces the time stated as required
to complete the route on that day, a letter carrier would be
well advised to obtain information from the manager on
how to proceed if the time that has been approved will not
allow you to complete all your deliveries that day. This is
especially important when letter carriers are confronted
with personalities like Mr. Authoritative at the Mill Val-
ley Post Office.

Mr. Authoritative has my
sympathy for being promoted
above his level of ability.

O’Donnell (continued from page 4)

Bill Peavey
Lawyer, Peavey Law Firm

Specializing in plaintiff’s
personal injury.

Representing letter carriers since 1973. Lead
counsel for the COP class action that returned
$25 million to federal employees nationwide.

• Do you have enough car insurance?

• Do you have a legal problem or question?

Call me for a free telephone consultation.

160 Spear Street, Suite 214
San Francisco, CA 94105

Tel: (415) 543-8800
Fax: (415) 543-8459

Thornton (continued from page 7)

tions will dictate the particulars, including prescribed
therapies that may include use of a gym for specific
purposes.

Closed cases
Lack of medical activity in your file for 4 months may

find OWCP closing your case and presuming you are
recovered. There is a problem with a requirement of too
many medical updates, but going too long without any
may have the unhappy result of having a case closed and
it becoming necessary to petition OWCP to reopen the
case, or the file Form CA-2A for Recurrence.

A recent joint training of stewards and supervisors by
the San Francisco Injury Compensation Office and The
Office of the National Business Agent is a step in the
right direction towards a smooth processing of claims.
Time will tell if the proper treatment of injured employ-
ees becomes routine.
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Forms to get well

Watch your back 
when you’re injured

By Bill Thornton, Vice-President

Having an injury at work is bad enough. What comes
after the injury and the treatments may be worse. The
bureaucratic jungle that is the Federal Employees Com-
pensation Act (FECA) and the Office of Workers
Compensation (OWCP) regulations can create frustration
for the injured worker. It is difficult enough for the
injured employee to do everything right in terms of
paperwork. Unfortunately, that employee is also depen-
dent on management to fill out their sections of forms
before the claim can be processed correctly.

The accident
It begins with the initial filing of

the injury claim, in this case assume
a “Sudden and Traumatic” injury
that calls for the submission of a CA-
1. You report the accident, fill out the
CA-1. If necessary, of course, man-
agement should have taken you to
the nearest medical facility for any
necessary emergency treatment.

Right to choose own doctor vs. a contract doctor 
Rules allow management to take the injured employee

to a contract doctor if it does not delay the injured
employee going to their own doctor. In San Francisco, the
Postmaster has agreed to limit this gratuitous taking of
injured carriers to the contract physician. Try to have a
doctor in mind for yourself in case of an injury and to try
to make an appointment with your own choice of doctor
as soon as possible after the injury. If, somehow you end
up first at the contract physician, you still can choose
your own doctor, but going to the contract doctor more
than once may make that your doctor of choice and
necessitate a different request to change doctors from
OWCP.

Emergency care
In the event that immediate emergency care is needed,

the language of ELM 545.41 indicates: “An employee
needing emergency treatment … must be sent to the
nearest available physician or hospital chosen by the
employee.”

Authorizing treatment
For purposes of payment of the treating physician there

is Form CA-16-“Authorization for Examination and/or

Treatment”. Management should provide you with the
CA-16 within four hours. It should be noted that Form
CA-16 will not be given after 1 week. This form is impor-
tant at a time that more and more doctors don’t want to
handle OWCP cases. The form helps facilitate your
acceptance as a patient.

Some medical personnel not accepted as “doctor”
The right to choose your own doctor does not include

the right to choose one that falls outside of the definition
of doctor as defined by FECA. The greatest specific dif-
ficulty in this area has been injured employees utilizing

chiropractors outside of the “…manual manipulation of
the spine to correct a subluxation as demonstrated by x-
ray to exist.”

Chiropractors can also be used as physical therapists
under OWCP, but such usage/referral/prescription must
be made by the medical doctor.

The 45 days
The injured carrier is entitled to up to 45 days of COP

if disabled by the injury. (541.2d. ELM) and should check
“continuation of pay” on the CA-1 and not allow man-
agement to get you to take “sick leave” instead of COP,
while supposedly “waiting for approval.” There should
be no interruption of pay after sustaining an injury.
The employee has up to ten days to provide supporting
documentation. Any internal management procedure for
the approval of COP—e.g. through the Injury Compensa-
tion Office to the supervisor by letter, is no excuse for
failure to continue an employee’s pay after suffering a
traumatic injury.

Management in San Francisco does have internal pro-
cedures that require written approval from the Injury
Compensation Office but there is no excuse for you not to
have COP for any day’s work you may have missed
because of disability from the injury. 

Any doctor’s and therapy appointments can be made
during working hours and COP should be checked on the
3971. 

Another requirement for receiving COP after an injury
is that you provide medical documentation for the period
that you are disabled. You have ten days to provide this.
Failure to recognize this ten-day period, along with the
supervisor improperly placing you on sick leave or con-
vincing you to take sick leave, is a repeated management
foul-up. A further chronic problem is management failing
to report the accident at all to Safety and the Injury Com-
pensation Office and/or failing to forward the CA-1 and

You may choose your own
doctor instead of the postal
contract doctor.

(continued on page 7)
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accompanying documents to the Injury Compensation
Office. If you have any of these difficulties, you should
speak to the shop steward and/or contact the union office.

If injury lasts beyond the 45 days
But that’s not the end of it. If your disability for the

traumatic injury extends beyond 45 days, then you need
to fill out Form CA-7, for “Continuing Documentation”.
For there to be no interruption in pay, this should be done
by 40 days after the beginning of COP. You fill out Sec-
tions 1 through 7 providing the employee with instruc-
tions. Management has to complete Sections 8 through
15. The form must be forwarded to OWCP in 5 days.
Management has this responsibility, but failures are
chronic in not doing it properly. 

545.82 of the ELM and the Code of Federal Regulations 
You will note that OWCP controls what is proper in

reference to these issues, specifically spelling out the
responsibilities of the injured employee and management
on processing CA-7, etc. in order that the employee may
be paid for continuing disability for an on the job injury.

Form CA-7
If a breakdown of hours is required because of inter-

mittent periods of disability, a breakdown on CA-7A is
required. If leave buy-back is involved there is also the
necessity of a CA-7B. Here’s where we run into big dif-
ficulties and delays. At this point it is instructive to reit-
erate 545.82 of the ELM, entitled “Subsequent Periods of
Compensation”:

545.82
a. The employee submits a claim using Form CA-7 every

2 weeks until the employee is otherwise instructed by
OWCP. …

d. The control office or control point forwards the com-
pleted Form CA-7 and any other accompanying
medical reports to OWCP within 5 working days
upon receipt from the employee. (reiterated in
20CFR10.111(c))

“Buying back” leave
Employees should stay away from using their own

leave when they should be using either COP or Compen-
sation, as the case may be. Many times injured employ-
ees use sick leave instead of choosing LWOP, wait for the
Department of Labor to pay them, and then later “buy
back” the leave after the DOL pays them. This compli-

cates the process, necessitating further paperwork when
the buy back is done. It also is chancy. Although it has
been allowed, the Postal Service does not have to allow
employees to buy back leave unless it was used before
the claim was adjudicated. In this scenario it may come
to pass that the injured employee is not able to get their
leave back.

If the CA-7 is done properly and submitted with docu-

mentation in a timely manner, there should be no reason
for using your leave in the case. In the case of a CA-2,
however, the employee reasonably uses their leave while
waiting for the approval of the DOL.

Law says fines and imprisonment
Many of the problems surrounding both payment of

COP and payment of Compensation have to do with man-
agement failure to process and forward documents. This
usually happens between the time the employee turns in
the CA forms and attendant paperwork to the supervisor
and the time it reaches the Injury Compensation Office.
542.33 ELM indicates fines and imprisonment for “Any
employee or supervisor responsible for making reports in
connection with an injury who…willfully retains any
notice, report, or paper required in connection with an
injury…”.

Employees hounded by postal inspectors
There are no apparent cases of any such enforcement.

At the same time injured employees are hounded by
postal inspectors, made the subjects of video surveillance
and subjected to abusive, threatening interviews.

It’s not a good system and all the gnashing of teeth is
not going to immediately change it. 

Carriers should never submit to a postal inspector or
any management interview concerning an OWCP case
without demanding a shop steward under Weingarten
Rights.

But more importantly is, especially when out on total
disability, don’t exceed your medical limitations. It
may be well to consider the whole concept of total dis-
ability. While it does not mean you have to be bedridden,
it does mean that you should properly only be performing
the most basic life functions. Your actual medical limita-

Thornton (continued from page 6)

Management has five days to
forward the CA-7 to the OWCP.

The rules for injured employ-
ees are set by the Department
of Labor, not the post office.

(continued on page 5)

An employee has up to 10
days to provide medical docu-
mentation about the injury.
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Branch 214 Meetings
Branch meetings, 7:00 P.M.

August 6, 2003 ILWU Hall, 400 North Point, SF
September 3, 2003 ILWU Hall, 400 North Point, SF
October 1, 2003 ILWU Hall, 400 North Point, SF

Steward meetings, 6:00 P.M.
August 6, 2003 ILWU Hall, 400 North Point, SF
September 3, 2003 ILWU Hall, 400 North Point, SF
October 1, 2003 ILWU Hall, 400 North Point, SF

Retiree social meeting, 12:30 P.M.
August 4, 2003 ILWU Hall, 400 North Point, SF
October 6, 2003 ILWU Hall, 400 North Point, SF
December 1, 2003 ILWU Hall, 400 North Point, SF

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
Donna Baclig
Carla Bracy

Chaohui Chen
Wei Chen

Camilo Dugay
Gavin Gavam

David Kubenik
Ka Kwok

Mary Grace Kyi
Melchor Pacheco
Annette Quadra

Romeo Simsuangco
Janet Slissman
Lucille Taylor
Nancy Wang

Choreography of the food drive

San Francisco hills

SAN RAFAEL EPC

STEINER STATION

More than relays
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THIS ACTUALLY HAPPENED
IN A U.S. POSTAL COMPLEX
SOMEWHERE IN THE USA. 

(SIDE OF THE PARK.)
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An earful

A private conversation 
with President Bush

By Bob Yragui, Retiree

Tell me, Mr. Bush, what has happened to the American
Dream? Is it completely gone? Or are we now just the
“suckers” that corporate America feeds on? I see your
administration has made secret bidding of contracts to
rebuild Iraq a news item, but no one has publicized the
fact that the new San Francisco Postal AMF was designed
by FedEx. Your apologists say you are a nice, God-fear-
ing man, but to return to my question, I guess your prior-
ities mean the American dream is going to be put aside

for now. In the meantime, people
in America are having a tough
time: I thought you should know.

From where I sit, I don’t think
you knew. But I’m more con-
cerned with “do you even care?”
Does it matter to you or your
political party? If it does, it sure
doesn’t get across to me and other
working people. You haven’t done

much, if anything about Enron, WorldCom, or any of
those companies. Evidently, they did not do anything
“really wrong”.

Union workers as enemies
Union workers seem to be your enemies. I understand

you don’t have a Secretary of Labor: I hear she’s the Sec-
retary of Anti-Labor. Any postal supervisor who acted as
she did toward the AFL-CIO would be charged with M 39
115.4, Failure to Maintain an Atmosphere of Mutual
Respect. What have honest, hard-working people done to
be treated like this? We are entitled to better than this. It
is evident that you don’t care about working people at all. 

Another point, where do you get the misbegotten
notion that your tax cut is what people need or want. Is it
possible that decent health care and pharmaceuticals
would be appreciated more? And how about an extension
of unemployment and better retirement benefits? It seems
to me, your administration could use some rethinking as
to its priorities. It’s obvious you and your administration
aren’t governing with the American people in mind. You
can do better; rather, you must do better or resign.

Stripping workers’ rights
We can provide a ready answer to President Bush who

has led a pampered, indulged life and seems to think it is
quite all right to systematically strip workers of their
rights and freedoms in the workplace, at home, and in
their fraternal organizations. This Patriot Act is the
beginning of an imperial power structure, led by power
mongers who seek their own international neo-fascist
empire. Are they misleading those of us who with good
intentions join and or support our military?

One issue that gave rise to the creation of a labor holi-
day, was the struggle for a forty hour work week. Now we
must reaffirm our hard fought right to decent working
conditions and insist on Overtime as we earn it, along
with better health, education, and retirement benefits. It is
necessary to bring this truth home to our government.

Our government and its fat cat corporations don’t see
any reason for “costly” labor expenses, but see nothing
wrong with Executive Stock Options, Bonuses, and
Incentives to cut labor costs and service. And now, these
arrogant, cavalier corporate frauds and crooks deny us,
the work force, our rightful rewards. Their lobbyists buy
a subservient Congress and see to it a friendly Judiciary

adjudicates legal cases. One way to bring our message
home to this plutocratic oligarchy is to support COLCPE,
the Union’s political arm. Let’s strongly inform this gov-
ernment that it cannot ignore us, much less deny us our
Civil and Constitutional Rights as workers, as taxpayers,
as defenders of democracy. 

“Listen my children and you shall hear
Of the midnight ride of Paul Revere”
A Craftsman, like you, with pride in his work
And a distant government that made taxes dear.

It’s evident you don’t care
about working people at all.

The Patriot Act is the begin-
ning of an imperial power
structure.

One way to bring our
message home is to support
the union’s political arm.

IN MEMORIAM
John Reynolds
George Pieretti

Manuel Hernandez

Edwin Koch
Marcellus U. McFadden Jr.

Herbert Simmons
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more difficult for them to cover all the work when the
mail is heavy.

Most of all this ridiculous demand for pivoting is lead-
ing to fatigue and anger. Carriers are tired, tempers are
flaring and they are breaking down emotionally.

There is no rule that requires a carrier to run the route.
In fact Article 34 of the National Agreement states, “The
principle of a fair day’s work for a fair day’s pay is rec-
ognized by all parties to this agreement.” That means
work normally, professionally and safely.

Unless you leave early
If you are not leaving the office early, then you are not

able to pivot! It’s up to the carrier to show that it can’t be
done and management will continually insist that you do
it. Call in and explain that you can’t do it. There is noth-
ing that management can do to you for not being able to
pivot.

Mail volume is down nationwide and pivoting has
become a daily occurrence in many stations. It’s one

Postal X-Files

Pivoting
By Audrey A. Davis, Sunset, San Francisco

(First in a series on privatization and the post office)

Is management intentionally doing things to sabotage
the Postal Service in order to pave the way for privatiza-
tion? Many employees are wondering. This series exam-
ines some of the things that are going on that are counter
productive.

In our station supervisors are treating the employees
with complete contempt. They yell at carriers and walk
away when carriers try to talk to them. They are handing

out discipline like rubber bands
and even if everyone on the vaca-
tion roster cancels, they still won’t
approve a day off. It’s a classic
case of making the carriers not
want to cooperate.

Webster’s Dictionary describes
pivot as a point on which some-
thing turns. In the post office piv-
oting is when you complete your
own route early and have time to

work on another route all within your eight hour shift.
Well, at least that’s what pivoting is supposed to be.

Speed-up is the name
At our station pivoting is being used as a form of

speed-up. Management is harassing and intimidating car-
riers into finishing extra work within their eight hour shift
even if it means they have to run their route, skip lunch
and forego safety precautions. Sometimes the carriers are
in such a hurry to finish on time they don’t take the time
to deliver the mail properly.

Management expects the carriers to pivot for an hour
or more each day on top of doing two hours of overtime.
They actually expect individuals to carry their own route
and then carry an entire other route, all in ten hours. This
is taking a toll on the carriers.

Rushing is not healthy
Rushing through the route is bad for everyone

involved. It’s bad for the carrier because you get worn out
and become more at risk for injury. It’s bad for the cus-
tomer because they receive poor service. It’s bad for other
carriers because it sets a precedent for doing the route too
quickly and management then expects others to do it that
way. It’s even bad for the supervisors, because when
routes are not properly adjusted and are too long it is

UNION MADE

HAVERT HILL
Retired Member 
Greater East Bay Branch 1111
Weinbrenner–Rocky Shoes

Brookfield’s Newest Representative
Serving Branch 214

(510) 799-5533
1646 PARTRIDGE DR. (510) 799-5440
HERCULES, CA 94547-1520 1-800-200-8616

If you don’t leave the office
early, you can’t pivot.

(continued on page 14)
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Brake for knuckle-walkers 

In the company of men
By Juliette Chen, Associate Editor

“His vanity requires no response, 
And makes a welcome of indifference.”

—T.S. Eliot, “The Waste Land”

July 5, 2003, was a bad day in the news for women in
various parts of the world, according to articles in the San
Francisco Chronicle. In London, 650 Kenyan women are
suing the British Ministry of Defense, claiming that they
have been sexually assaulted and gang-raped over the
past 26 years by British soldiers who were posted to the
East African country. Within the same week in Japan,
politicians engaged in their timeless ritual of Sticking My
Honorable Foot in My Honorable Mouth: former Prime
Minister Yoshiro Mori opined that childless women are

selfish and should not be entitled to a
pension; former Cabinet minister
Seichi Ota jokingly suggested in a
panel discussion that gang rapes are
“normal” behavior; and the minister in
charge of gender equality, Yasuo
Fukuda, told reporters that rape vic-
tims invite rape because they dress
provocatively. Oh, and let’s not forget
items of local interest: in three sepa-

rate incidents in the US, police found the dismembered
remains of three women: one was African-American;
another was a Chinese massage parlor worker, and the
third a Hispanic hotel maid.

Japanese leaders were not the only ones showing their
true colors: witness this excerpt from a recent radio
broadcast made by Mswati, the absolute monarch of
Swaziland, as reported by Reuters: “The Bible says curse
be unto a woman who wears pants, and those who wear
their husbands’ clothes. That is why the world is in such
a state today.” 

Your Majesty, I humbly beg to differ: I believe the
world is in such a sorry state because of what’s in your
pants, and in the pants of men like you. The massive inse-
curities of men, and the disparity between their inflated
egos and deflated appendages, mire the world in misery.
For every baby step we take towards progress, mankind
takes ten giant leaps backwards. 

Living time capsules
Women in this country take our liberties for granted.

We forget how fragile civilization is, and how hard
women in the recent past have fought to win us our rights.

Arm your male teenagers with machine-guns and,
overnight, they can wipe out ancient civilizations that
have taken millennia to cultivate. (Remember the Red
Guards of China? Remember Cambodia, and Angola?)
When events such as the war in Iraq force us to look
beyond our backyard, we realize that not everyone in the
world lives in the 21st century. Mentally and emotional-
ly, many are still in the Dark Ages, and many more are in
the Stone Age. We tend to confuse technology with civi-
lization, blithely assuming that our emotional maturity as
a species will keep pace with our genius for gadgetry. So
why be surprised now when we find ourselves staring
down the barrel of space-age weapons wielded by loopy
cavemen? Liberals in this country step softly around eth-
nic issues for fear of being branded racist. We turn a blind

eye to the fact that a lot of brutality is perpetrated in the
name of tradition and culture—pedophilia, female genital
mutilation, the consumption of endangered species, just
to name a few. Well, political correctness be damned.
Without men, would any of these barbaric practices exist? 

“The horror! The horror,”
Am I male-bashing, or just stating the obvious? Will

my male friends stop talking to me? I don’t think so.
Why? Because these men know that I’m not talking about
them. I don’t hate all men—only those who have the
gumption to try and control me and other women. I see
red when I read about Islamic women being stoned to
death for adultery, or their feet are cut off for accidental-
ly showing a glimpse of bare ankle. The bartering of
women in rural China. Bride-burning in India. Spousal
abuse in the US. In much of Southeast Asia, pedophilia is
a staple of the local tourist economy. Too often, socially-
and culturally-tolerated crimes against women are shunt-
ed into a separate and lesser category, as if crimes against
women do not count as crimes against humanity. 

You haven’t come far enough, baby
There is a gruesome British legend about the conquest

of Armorica, which was in north-west Gaul. When the
British invaded Armorica, they slew all the men and kept
the local women for R&R. But first they took the precau-
tion of cutting off the women’s tongues. So the children
who sprung from these rapes grew up with silent mothers.
Not exactly a recipe for a society of emotionally stable
adults. What is happening to the women in many coun-
tries reminds me of that story. Are women just blameless,
helpless victims, born to be chattel and prey for men?

A lot of brutality is per-
petrated in the name of
tradition and culture.

(continued on page 15)
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Following the contract

Shop steward under siege
By Eddie Reyna, Shop Steward, Station P, Pacific Carrier Annex

Becoming a shop steward was not in my plans as a car-
rier. Neither was it my intention to endure the animosity
of management while defending the rights of the carriers
and enforcing the contract. And the misunderstanding of
my actions by some carriers was also unexpected. 

I was forced into the role and responsibility of shop
steward because management was blatantly and abusive-
ly violating the national agreement. As if the duties of
union steward weren’t enough of a task, it is disturbing to
have a troubled manager fabricate such serious charges as
assault.

Foul play by management
Most recently, in May, I was representing a grievant in

a “day in court” for not being able to pivot 2 hours on
another route.

Prior to being allowed into the manager’s office to rep-
resent the carrier, one of the supervisors opposed having
me present, and shouted for the manager to “call the
police.” After the manager repeatedly asked the carrier if
he would like to have shop steward present, and the car-
rier repeatedly answered “yes,” the manager reluctantly
permitted me to enter her office. As for these “stupidvi-
sors,” who at this time of the day, 5:55 p.m., were work-
ing for free, they were simply positioning themselves for
a secure spot on the manager’s gluteus maximus.

Pat on the back
At the conclusion of the “day in court” the manager

shouted, “You hit him. Did you see that?” the question
being addressed to the three supervisors present, “He hit
him.” She asked the carrier “did he hit you?” The griev-
ant answered “No.” But the manager persisted and said,
“Yes he did,” and phoned the postal inspectors.

Sadly, the gentle, comforting pat of support on the car-
rier’s shoulder was what this deranged, sick, demented
manager perceived as an assault.

Troubleshooter self-identification
Upon arrival at Pacific Carrier Annex, she stated that

she is a manager who is assigned to “problem stations”
and that she is a troubleshooter. She has demonstrated
instead that she is nothing more than a vindictive indi-
vidual who can’t be trusted.

Other clashes, other stations
Management has phoned the San Francisco police at

other stations (Golden Gate and Steiner) while I was on

union business. At Golden Gate station three officers
arrived and were told by the manager (6’2”, 300 lbs) that
she felt threatened by me (5’8”, 185 lbs.) After getting the
facts, the police determined this was nothing more than a
labor/management dispute, couldn’t understand why they
were called, and left. Perhaps it was the contract and J-
Cam that I armed myself with that she felt were a threat,
or my black bag full of Step B decisions, resolved griev-
ances, and postal manuals.

At Steiner Station one officer arrived, and once agian,
after reviewing the paperwork authorizing me to be there
for union work, determined it to be a labor/management
dispute and left.

Anti-union activities
This appears to be an attempt by management to deter

the union from performing necessary work. Not only is
management wasting a ton of post office money on griev-
ances, but it is abusing tax payer dollars by contacting
law enforcement with bogus allegations. The police were
removed from where they are needed for more serious
matters.

Higher level responsibility
The blame lies with higher level management, the Dis-

trict Manager and Postmaster, for permiting and condon-
ing such malicious conduct by managers and supervisors.
This tactic of intimidation and bullying is used on letter
carriers daily.

For this steward these mean-spirited acts are merely a
speed bump, but be assured that it will not discourage me
from performning my union activities, nor should it dis-
courage any other steward.

Don’t get the wrong impresssion that I’m the bad guy
that management portrays me to be. Instead, I’m a firm
believer in utlizing the grievance procedure and enforc-
ing the NATIONAL AGREEMENT.

Meanwhile, at Pacific Carrier Annex
Management here at PCA so often says that “we don’t

have to like each other.” In fact, the Station P supervisor
told me that she wishes to “do union business with me the
hard way.”

It’s not love I’m looking for from management, simply
compliance. And as for the supervisor who wishes to do
union busines the “hard way,” I say to her: “I hope our
dealings are amicable, productive and civil, and that you
choose to afford one another mutual respect, not mutual
disrespect; remember that you set the tone. I hope you
come to realize what a time wasting practice, and how
from a financial point of view how costly, it could be to
deal with the union the ‘hard way.’”

A special shout to Station P carrier and long time union
member, brother Gary Pacetti, who retired on May 30,
2003. All the best to you and yours. Enjoy!
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Not the postal world

All the good news only
By Ivars Lauersons, Editor

The Western Postal Service Region sends a magazine
called “Pacific Area Update” to every postal employee in
its region. You’ve seen it. It ostensibly addresses the con-
cerns of all postal employees. It has pages devoted to spe-
cific cities or areas so one can quickly find the news
about your locale.

My view always was that it was a management fluff
piece designed to create a neverland, rosy view of the

post office. In the photos, uniforms
are always neat, employees are
always smiling and good will
abounds.

To be fair, I took the June 2003
(Volume 2, #6) issue and read its six-
teen pages cover to cover. 

First, my kind of town
The first city of interest was San

Francisco. On page 12 there was a
laudatory piece on our postmaster,

Rosemarie Fernandez. There she is, dedicating a Cesar
Chavez stamp. Funny, nowhere in the text is there a men-
tion that Cesar Chavez was a labor leader, a union
founder. Nor is Walter Johnson of the San Francisco
AFL-CIO Labor Council shown in the accompanying
photo, though he is mentioned as being present. 

The story on postmaster Fernandez mentions that she
is the second woman to be postmaster. Who was the first?
Nary a mention of the first, formerly ubiquitous, Mary
Brown.

This absence of “union” persists throughout this issue.
For example, the report on page 2 by Pacific Area Vice
President Al Iniguez on spreading good postal news men-
tions the food drive as an example. It becomes “the letter
carriers held their annual food drive.” What happened to
the organizers of the drive, our national and local branch-

es of the NALC? Just letter carriers? Maybe non-union?
Or is this a management food drive?

The only mention of the union in this issue is in a story
from Phoenix on page 4, which mentions the APWU and
the Mailhandlers unions as participating in an agreement
with OSHA and management to reduce musculoskeletal
risk factors.

Back to San Francisco, a capture of an alleged phony
check passing customer is properly credited to a quick-
thinking 204-B who alerted another supervisor and the
Postal Inspectors. There is a description of the customer
presenting the allegedly phony check and being arrested;
there is no mention of a clerk at the window to receive the
check. Did the supervisor and inspectors do all the work?
Could a “union” clerk have been left out of the list?

City across the bay
In Oakland, across the Bay from San Francisco, the

story is about fourteen newly installed postmasters. And,

to my surprise, Oakland wants to prevent illness, injury,
and motor vehicle accidents. A new safety compliance
team with a budget of $200,000 was created.

Reading ahead, we see the equivalent of the not friend-
ly to worker fine print. “By managing the incident from
the outset, assisting with follow-up and helping manage-
ment interact with accident repeaters, (emphasis added)
we will help keep safety awareness a top priority.”
(Page 8.) What happened to COP?

We’re running out of space to comment much more on
this management friendly magazine. To this end we will
go to the “Nevada-Sierra” section, which is experiencing
a population boom in Nevada. The post office is helping
to choose locations for centralized box units (CBUs),
assigning a “Growth Coordinator”. Among his duties is
telling developers “where and what size to pour cement
pads for CBUs.” Obviously, we have said goodbye to
door-to-door delivery. 

There is also a story on an 80-year-old clerk in San
Diego who has over 5000 hours of sick leave (page 10).
Truth can be stranger than fiction in this strangely man-
agement only oriented magazine.
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The post office is telling con-
tractors where to pour cement.

The word “union” is
aggressively absent.

Davis (continued from page 11)

thing to give a person more work to do when they finish
early, but that is often not what is happening. Carriers are
human beings not machines. There is a limit to how far
carriers can be pushed before they break down.

Injuries are up, morale is down and customer service is
suffering. So what is the reason for management to do
these things. They could be out to sabotage the post office
in order to privatize. Or it could be done simply for
bonuses? Or maybe it’s just plain old incompetence.
Maybe all of the above.

Believe it or not.
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FEHBP tips

Looking to the future
By Lynda Beigel, Retiree

Recently, we received a very interesting letter from a
carrier in another Branch, and thought all of us would like
to know the answers.

QUESTION:
If both spouses work for the Federal Government and

have FEHBP (Federal Employee Health Benefit Plan
Coverage) separately, INDIVIDUAL coverage, or none
at all, can one acquire Individual or switch to Family

Coverage after retirement?

ANSWER:
To have any coverage in retire-

ment, you must have had coverage,
either Individual or Family, for a full
five years before retiring. Once an
individual has retired without con-
tinuing FEHBP coverage, there is no
way to sign up for it.

Once you have retired, providing you have some kind
of coverage in the FEHBP, you may change from Indi-
vidual to Family coverage or vice versa during open sea-
son without a change in marital or family status. This
rule, for retirees under OPM (Office of Personnel Man-
agement) is the same as that for postal and other federal
government employees.

Change in marital status
If you are single now and marry after retiring, you will

be able to change from Individual to Family Coverage
due to “a change in marital status”. If you have Kaiser
under FEHBP and move away from their area, you will
be able to switch WITHIN the Plan (FEHBP) to NALC
or Blue Cross or another plan.

What to do
PLAN AHEAD for your whole family. If you are near

retirement and have Family Coverage, keep it to qualify.
If your spouse is near retirement and has individual cov-
erage, but you have five years to go, change in Open Sea-
son to Family Coverage for yourself and continue work-
ing until you qualify. If neither of you have it, it is a good
idea to plan what will happen when one or both retire. If
you have an adult child who is likely to be disabled and
need Health Plan Coverage, treat that person’s situation
as a spouse’s.

Remember, to cover a spouse or child – to provide
Family Coverage – in Retirement, you must have Sur-
vivor Benefits deducted from your pension for that per-

son/those people. It does not need to be 100% (providing
55% Benefit), but it must be enough to cover the deduc-
tions (I’d recommend at least 35% of their anticipated
Full Benefit).

When a member dies, ONLY those existing on the
FEHBP policy who have Survivor Annuity can continue
coverage. For instance, if a member has step-dependents
who are covered by a birth parent and the member’s
widow wants to add them (because their father no longer
provides health coverage), this would not be allowed.

The need to lobby
DO WE NEED TO LOBBY? Probably! Currently

Medicare is Primary, the Health Plan secondary for those
over 65 when both spouses are retired; if the current plan
for changes in Medicare go through, FEHBP will become
Primary.

Currently, we are under FEHBP, but the Administra-
tion wants to CONTRACT OUT our jobs; if we end up
working for FedEx, continuing to work at our current
jobs delivering mail, we lose our Federal Benefits!

And remember, Congress, a Presidential (Executive)
Order, or a Postal Service Reorganization Plan can at any
time change these rules; under the Republicans, likely for
the worse, under the Democrats, hopefully for the better,
under other political parties, the options vary.

Chen (continued from page 12)
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To have FEHBP family cover-
age In retirement, you must
carry coverage for a full five
years before retiring.

Certainly not. If many of the men around us are dragging
their knuckles in the dust, then we bear a sizable part of
the blame. After all, every man is some woman’s son, or
brother, husband or father. We have been quiescent for
too long. Silence is complicity. 

Because most men are physically stronger and bigger
than most women, does this mean women are destined to
be second-class citizens forever? Not really; not when
many men around you are inflating like so many hot-air
balloons. Nothing wrong with being small, as long as you
remain sharp. All it takes to bring down a fleet of zep-
pelins is a pin prick. 

“Our Hero came from Nowhere—
he wasn’t going Anywhere

and got kicked off Somewhere.”

—Opening title from “The High Sign,”
a Buster Keaton film
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Cartoonist and graphics artist Gerry Lee presented with a collage of his work at the 2003 retirement dinner.

Gerry Lee and friends at retirement dinner
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